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Abstract. The misalignment of features caused by pose and viewpoint
variances is a crucial problem in Vehicle Re-Identification (ReID). Previous methods align the features by structuring the vehicles from predefined vehicle parts (such as logos, windows, etc.) or attributes, which
are inefficient because of additional manual annotation. To align the features without requirements of additional annotation, this paper proposes
a Unstructured Feature Decoupling Network (UFDN), which consists of a transformer-based feature decomposing head (TDH) and a novel
cluster-based decoupling constraint (CDC). Different from the structured
knowledge used in previous decoupling methods, we aim to achieve more
flexible unstructured decoupled features with diverse discriminative information as shown in Fig. 1. The self-attention mechanism in the decomposing head helps the model preliminarily learn the discriminative decomposed features in a global scope. To further learn diverse but aligned
decoupled features, we introduce a cluster-based decoupling constraint
consisting of a diversity constraint and an alignment constraint. Furthermore, we improve the alignment constraint into a modulated one to
eliminate the negative impact of the outlier features that cannot align the
clusters in semantics. Extensive experiments show the proposed UFDN
achieves state-of-the-art performance on three popular Vehicle ReID
benchmarks with both CNN and Transformer backbones. Our code is
released at: https://github.com/damo-cv/UFDN-Reid.
Keywords: Unstructured Feature Decoupling Network, Vehicle ReID,
Transformer-based Decoupling Head, Cluster-based Decoupling Constraint.
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Introduction

Given a query vehicle image, Vehicle ReID aims to retrieve images of the same
vehicle from the gallery that contains images captured by disjoint cameras. With
the development of large Vehicle ReID benchmarks [18,20,13,40,14,31] and deep
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the decoupling and alignment process for vehicle features.

learning methods, Vehicle ReID achieves a great promotion in performance and
is widely applied in intelligence city system [20,5,27]. However, it is challenging
to deal with the misalignment of features caused by poses.
Existing methods [32,1,4,43,3,17] mainly tackle the misalignment of features
by structuring the vehicles in two directions. 1) Some methods [32,25,36,26] spatially decompose the vehicle into several stripes or grids. Specifically, PCB [32]
and its variants divide the feature maps into multi-level stripes/grids straightforwardly to integrate fine-grained information. However, these methods only
decompose the feature from the spatial dimension, which is coarse and lacks
semantic representations. 2) Recent methods [1,4,43,3,17] utilize prior semantic information such as pre-defined vehicle parts (e.g. lights, windows, etc.) and
vehicle attributes (colors, viewpoints, etc.) to guide the feature decoupling. For
example, PVEN [24] decouples the vehicle features in the view-aware feature
space based on a parsing network and the pre-defined viewpoint labels. Nevertheless, such explicit alignment based on the pre-defined knowledge cannot
flexibly handle missing components caused by viewpoint variances or occlusions.
Structured analysis of vehicle images is usually time-consuming and inefficient
since they rely heavily on manual annotation and extra modules [8,19,28]. Moreover, the local feature explored in the above methods will be only discriminative
for the corresponding region due to the hand-crafted rules.
To address the aforementioned limitations, this paper studies the implicit
alignment of features by first decomposing them into unstructured parts and
then aligning them without using extra annotation. However, there mainly exist
two challenges: 1) how to decompose the feature without using extra structured
cues; 2) how to learn diverse but aligned decoupled features?
We propose a transformer-based decomposing head (TDH) to decompose the
vehicle feature into unstructured parts. Different from those methods [32,25,36,26]
that factorize the images on the spatial dimension, TDH keeps a global receptive
field of each decomposed feature through decomposing the feature map from the
channel dimension. We feed each decomposed group of feature maps into a modi-
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fied transformer block, and then the self-attention mechanism can automatically
encode one discriminative feature in a global scope. Since the feature map is not
simply divided into fixed stripes/grids, the decomposed features can implicitly
learn discriminative semantic information without extra cues.
Apart from the implicit decomposing module, we propose a novel clusterbased decouple constraint (CDC) to improve the diversity and alignment of
decomposed features in an annotation-free way. CDC aims to cluster the decomposed features into groups, which consists: 1) the diversity constraint: the
decomposed features should be orthogonal to each other, which motivates them
to focus on diverse regions of interest; 2) the alignment constraint: the decomposed features should be close to the relevant cluster centers to align with each
other. However, some outlier features cannot align with the cluster centers in
semantics, which will lead to useless or even inaccurate supervision. To tackle
such an issue, we filter out the outlier features to mitigate their negative effects
and term the final output as the decoupled features. Different from that methods [16,2] such as ABDNet (see the details in Section 5), which only conduct the
diversity constraint on the 2D features maps to keep the diversity of features,
our UFDN aims to maintain the diversity and alignment of final 1D features.
Moreover, we visualize samples from different viewpoints as shown in Fig. 1
and find that the corresponding decoupled features tend to focus on similar
salient regions (e.g., the lights information in the first part, the counter, and
front information for the second part, etc.) We term our method as unstructured
feature decoupling network (UFDN), and experiment on three popular benchmarks with two different backbones (ResNet and Swin-transformer) to evaluate
the effectiveness of UFDN. The contributions of this paper are:
i) We propose UFDN which aims to alleviate the feature misalignment in
Vehicle ReID by decoupling them into unstructured, diverse, and aligned
parts without human annotation.
ii) The transformer-based unstructured feature decomposing head can decompose features into several groups from the channel dimension in a global
scope which is more robust than the local specified methods.
iii) We propose a cluster-based decoupling constraint to keep the diversity and
alignment of the decoupled features without human annotation and further
external the outliers to eliminate the negative influence on them.
iv) Without the requirement of extra manual annotation, our UFDN outperforms other methods on three popular benchmarks consistently.

2

RELATED WORK

Previous methods [5,18,1,4,43,7,11,17] decouple vehicle features for better alignment and can be categorized into two kinds:
The Spatial Decomposing Methods [32,25,36,26]. These methods spatially decompose the feature map into several stripes or grids to capture finegrained information. Sun et al. [32] propose to decompose the feature map into
six parts and each local feature is followed by the ReID supervision. Mo et al. [25]
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employ a cascaded hierarchical context-Aware Vehicle ReID network to decompose the vehicle features at multi-scale hierarchically. The coarse decomposed
features provided by the spatial decomposing methods have achieved progress
in ReID performance. However, the improvement brought by the spatial-wise
decomposing is limited since it tends to focus on coarse local regions and neglect
the important semantic information.
The Pre-defined Semantic Decoupling Methods Different from the
coarse decomposed information in previous spatial decomposing methods, the
predefined semantic decoupling methods [1,4,43,7,11,17,24,6,39] decouple the vehicle feature with the assistance of the pre-defined information, e.g., pre-defined
vehicle parts (wheels, logos, and windows) or vehicle attributes (color, type, and
viewpoints). Zhang et al. [37] introduce a part-guided attention network to enhance the feature representation by decoupling the features under the guidance
of the prominent parts. Apart from the decoupling methods guided by vehicle
parts, Wang et al. [35] propose an attribute-guided module to assist the decoupling of features. Guo et al. [6] bridge the gap between the vehicle features from
different models by a coarse-to-fine structured feature embedding. However, the
above methods [1,17,24,25,36,26] rely heavily on human annotation and only focus on the fixed pre-defined regions while ignoring other potential crucial clues.
Most existing methods decouple features in a structured way, we target to
study an annotation-free method that decouples the vehicle features into unstructured, diverse, and aligned ones.

3

METHODOLOGY

Fig. 2 shows the illustration of UFDN, which mainly consists of a transformerbased feature decomposing head and a cluster-based decoupling constraint.
3.1

Backbone and Symbol Definition

Given an input image X, the backbone outputs a feature map which is reshaped
to a base feature Fbase ∈ Rn×c , where n = H × W and c represent the spatial
dimension and the channel dimension, respectively. Then we split Fbase into k
groups from the channel dimension to obtain a new feature set Fp ∈ Rk×n×m ,
where c = k × m. The backbone can be both CNN-based or Transformer-based.
3.2

Transformer-based Feature Decomposing Head

The transformer-based feature decomposing head (TDH) encode the unstructured information of each decomposed feature Fpi ∈ Rn×m , i = 1, 2, 3, ..., k. As
shown in Fig. 2, k decomposing tokens T i ∈ Rm are pre-pended to the relative channel-wise feature Fpi ∈ Rn×m , respectively. The input sequence fed to
transformer-based feature decomposing head (TDH) is denoted as z0i = [T i , Fpi ].
As illustrated in Fig. 3, TDH contains a total of L transformer blocks each
of which consists of a multi-head decomposing attention (DA) module and a
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Fig. 2. Illustrative the framework of UFDN consisting of two modules: 1) the
transformer-based feature decomposing head that aims to learn unstructured decomposed features of the original base feature from the attention mechanism; 2) the clusterbased decouple constraint that aims to keep the diversity and alignment of the decoupled features. Moreover, the base-feature extraction module can be either a CNN-based
network (ResNet) or a Transformer-based network (Swin transformer).

MLP module. Since Fpi is a deep-layer feature that is good enough for encoding
discriminative information, we follow the solution [34] to update only the decomposing token T i to re-aggregate Fpi , i.e. Fpi is frozen during training to reduce
computational cost. Given the input sequence z0i = [T i , Fpi ], we term the output
i
decomposing token of the l − 1 block in TDH as Tl−1
and the input sequence
i
i
i
to the l-th block as zl−1 = [Tl−1 , Fp ]. Then we will feed the l-th input sequence
i
zl−1
to the DA module of the l-th block in TDH, which can be expressed as:
  \begin {aligned} &Q=W_qT^i_{l-1}, \
K=W_kz^i_{l-1}, \
V=W_vz^i_{l-1}, \\ &A=Softmax(QK^T), \
h^{i}_{l}=A \cdot V+T^i_{l-1}, \end {aligned} 

(1)

where Wq , Wk , Wv ∈ Rm×m are the projection matrices. After getting hidden
variable hil from the multi-head decomposing attention module, we feed it to the
MLP module in the l-th TDH block as follows:
  \begin {aligned} T^i_{l}=LN(MLP(LN(h^{i}_{l}))+h^{i}_{l}), \end {aligned} 

(2)

where M LP and LN denote the MLP module and the layer normalization layer,
respectively. Then, the decomposing token Tli will be concatenated with Fpi as
i
the input sequence zl+1
for the next block.
We integrate the decomposing token Toi = TLi outputted by the last block in
TDH and the relevant global feature as the decomposed feature F i ∈ Rm :
  \begin {aligned} F^i=T^i_o+GAP(F_p^i), \end {aligned} 

(3)
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Fig. 3. The transformer-based feature decomposing head: the divided feature Fpi and
decomposing token T i are fed into the block to calculate the composed feature Toi .

where GAP represents the global average pooling. Finally, k decomposed features
[F 1 , F 2 , ..., F k ] are concatenated to the final ReID feature F ∈ Rc . We conduct
the ReID loss on each decomposed feature and the ReID feature as follows:
  \begin {aligned} &L_{THD}=L_{ReID}(F)+\sum _{i=1}^{k}L_{ReID}(F^i), \\ &L_{ReID}=L_{ce}+L_{tri}, \end {aligned} 

(4)

where Lce represents the cross entropy loss and Ltri represents the triplet loss.
3.3

The Cluster-based Decoupling Constraint

Apart from the implicit feature decomposing module, a cluster-based decouple
constraint (CDC) is proposed to obtain the decoupled features by requiring the
diversity and alignment of these decomposed features as shown in Fig. 2. Firstly,
we employ a diversity constraint to enforce the diversity of the decomposed
features. Secondly, to align the decomposed features between different images, we
propose an alignment constraint that clusters the relevant decomposed features
into groups and eliminates the negative effects of outlier features.
The Diversity Constraint. Given an input image X, we obtain k decomposed
features F = [F 1 , F 2 , ..., F k ] and hope that each of them should have diverse
regions of interest (ROIs) semantically. Enforcing the diversity of decomposed
features can drive the model to mine more salient and discriminate information
and accelerate the decoupling process of vehicle features. For abstracting this
requirement into a mathematical description, we constrain these features to be
orthogonal to each other. The diversity constraint restricts the Gram matrix of
F to be close to an identity matrix under Frobenius norm:
  \begin {aligned} L_{div}=||FF^T-I||_F \end {aligned} 

(5)
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The Alignment Constraint. The diversity constraint only focuses on the
relationship between features from the same image, which neglects the crossimage relationship. So we propose an alignment constraint for ranking the decomposed features from different images in the same order. For example, given
two input images X1 and X2 , we obtain the corresponding decomposed features
F1 = [F11 , F12 , ..., F1k ] and F2 = [F21 , F22 , ..., F2k ], and hope both the blocks F11 and
F21 can focus on the same vehicle region. We propose to build a cluster center for
each group of decomposed features and require the decomposed features should
be close to the relevant cluster centers to align with each other.
Clustering of Decomposed Features. Given M samples of the training
set, we decompose each of them into k decomposed features and build a cluster
i
center C i for each group of decomposed features [F1i , F2i , ..., FM
], i ∈ [1, k]:
  \begin {aligned} C^i=\frac {1}{M}\sum _{j=1}^{M}F_j^i, \end {aligned} 

(6)

where Fji is the i-th decoupled feature of the image Xj . During the early period
of the training process, the decomposed features experience severe fluctuations
caused by the large network adjustment from the loss backpropagation, which
leads to an unstable convergence process of the cluster centers. To smooth the
convergence of cluster centers, a memory bank is adopted to store the cluster
centers updated with a momentum strategy.
  \begin {aligned} C^i_{t}=\alpha C^i_{t-1}+(1-\alpha )\frac {1}{M}\sum _{j=1}^{M}F_j^i, \end {aligned} 

(7)

where α is weight for controlling the update speed of the cluster centers, and t
denotes different periods of the training process. We treat the cluster-center C i
as a standard feature center since it has walked through all samples for epochs
and tends to learn a more general and comprehensive feature representation.
After building the cluster centers for each group of features, we constrain
the distance between the positive pair (Fji and its corresponding cluster center
C i ) should be smaller than the smallest distance of negative pairs (other cluster
centers). It is termed as the alignment constraint:
  \begin {aligned} L_{align}=[d(F^i_j,C^i)-\min (d(F^i_j,C^{q\in [1,k]),q\neq i}))+\theta ]^+, \end {aligned} 

(8)

where d(a, b) measures the distance between a and b, [·]+ = max(·, 0), and θ is
the distance threshold to control the distance between the positive and negative
pairs. After constraining the decomposed features by the diversity constraint
and alignment constraint, we term them as decoupled features.
Exclusion of Outlier Features. Some decoupled features may lack the
semantic information of the cluster-center due to different viewpoints or poses,
and we term them as outlier features. The outlier features cannot align the
cluster centers in semantics, e.g., the front window information is absent in the
images captured from the backside, which will result in performance degradation.
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So it is necessary to eliminate the negative impact from the outlier features by
excluding the corresponding alignment loss back-propagation of them.
Firstly, we calculate the average distance Di of each center C i :
  \begin {aligned} D_i=\frac {1}{M}\sum _{j=1}^{M}d(F_j^i,C^i). \end {aligned} 

(9)

Then we will exclude the loss from the feature block Fji if the distance between
it and the corresponding cluster center is greater than the average distance Di .
After excluding the outlier features, the modulated alignment loss is:
  \begin {aligned} L_{mod}=\left \{\begin {matrix} &L_{align}, \; if \; d(F_j^i,C^i)<D_i \\ &0, \qquad \; if \; d(F_j^i,C^i) \geq D_i. \end {matrix}\right . \end {aligned} 

(10)

The cluster-based decouple constraint is computed as:
  \begin {aligned} L_{CDC}=\frac {1}{M}\sum _{j=1}^{M}[L_{div}(F_j)+\sum _{i=1}^{k}L_{mod}(F_j^i,C^i,D_i)]. \end {aligned} 

(11)

Finally, the loss of the UFDN is: L = LT HD + LCDC

4
4.1

EXPERIMENTS
Datasets and Evaluation Metrics

Dataset. We experiment on three Vehicle ReID benchmarks: VeRi776 [18], VehicleID [20] and VERI-WILD [22]. VeRi776 [18] is a classic Vehicle ReID benchmark and contains 776 identities collected by 20 cameras in a real-world environment. VehicleID [20] is a large-scale dataset collected by multiple cameras
during the daytime on the open road, which contains 26,267 vehicles and 221,763
images in total. VERI-WILD [22] is another large-scale dataset, and it consists
of 40,671 vehicles and 416,314 images. Moreover, VERI-WILD [22] is collected
by 174 cameras during a month which is a long period.
Evaluation Metrics. We use the same evaluation protocols used in previous
methods [20,41,38] for evaluation: Mean Average Precision (mAP) and the cumulative matching characteristics at Rank1 (CMC@1). Moreover, VehicleID [20]
reports only CMC@1 because mAP is unavailable due to its unique test sets.
4.2

Implementation Details

We perform experiments in PyTorch on a machine with 8 NVIDIA V100 GPU.
The images are resized to 224 × 224 for both training and testing, and the
augmentation includes random erasing and flipping. We train the modules of
UFDN together with a warmup strategy [9] and adapt different optimizers for
different backbones: 1) Adam optimizer with the weight decay factor of 1e-4 for
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Table 1. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods. It includes mAP and CMC@1
on VeRi-776; CMC@1 and mAP on three test sets of small (S), medium (M), and
large (L) on VehicleID and VERI-WILD, respectively. Baseline* and UFDN* are CNNbased. Baseline and UFDN are Transformer-based. Finally, ”/” indicates numbers were
not reported. For a fair comparison, all methods report the results of the same-scale
backbones (i.e. ResNet50, ViT-Small, and Swin-Tiny) pre-trained on ImageNet-1K.

Method
PGAN [37]
PRN [7]
PVEN [24]
GLAMOR [33]
AGNet-ASL [35]
SAN [26]
AAVER [12]
SEVER [13]
VAMI [42]
DCDLearn [44]
CAL [29]
GB+GFB+SLB [15]
TransReID [10]
TransReID [10]
Baseline
Baseline*
UFDN
UFDN*

Backbone
Res50
Res50
Res50
Res50
Res50
Res50
Res50
Res50
Res50
Res50
Res50
Res50
Vit-base
Swin-tiny
Swin-Tiny
Res50
Swin-Tiny
Res50

VeRi-776
VehicleID
VERI-WILD
mAP CMC@1 CMC@1 (S) CMC@1 (M) CMC@1 (L) mAP (S) mAP (M) mAP (L)
79.3
96.5
77.8
/
/
74.1
/
/
74.3
94.3
78.4
75.0
74.2
/
/
/
79.5
95.6
84.7
80.6
77.8
82.5
77.0
69.7
80.3
96.5
78.6
/
/
77.2
/
/
71.6
95.6
71.2
69.2
65.7
/
/
/
72.5
93.3
79.7
78.4
75.6
/
/
/
61.2
89.0
74.7
68.6
63.5
/
/
/
79.6
96.4
79.9
77.6
75.3
83.4
78.7
71.3
61.3
89.5
63.1
52.9
47.3
/
/
/
70.4
92.8
82.9
78.7
75.9
/
/
/
74.3
95.4
82.5
/
/
/
/
/
81.0
96.7
86.8
/
/
/
/
/
78.0
96.1
82.9
/
/
/
/
/
77.2
95.6
80.5
/
/
/
/
/
78.2
95.6
84.6
80.9
77.5
80.7
76.3
69.1
79.6
95.6
85.7
82.2
78.8
81.8
77.1
69.9
80.9
96.3
85.9
82.4
79.3
82.0
77.5
70.4
81.5 96.4
88.4
84.8
80.6
84.6
79.4
72.0

UFDN with the CNN backbone; 2) AdamW optimizer [21] with the weight decay
factor of 1e-4 for UFDN with the Transformer backbone. For both optimizers,
we initialize the learning rate as 3e-4. The hyper-parameter α in the memory
bank mechanism is set to 0.9. Moreover, we set the hyper-parameter θ as 0.1 to
control the distance between the positive distance and the negative distance.
4.3

Comparisons to State-of-the-Art Methods

We compare our UFDN with a wide range of state-of-the-art methods as shown
in Table 1, including (1) part-based approaches: PGAN [37], PRN [7], PVEN
[24], and GLAMOR [33]; (2) attribute-based approaches: AGNet-ASL [35] and
SAN [26]; (3) attention-based approaches: AAVER [12] and SEVER [13]; (4)
other interesting approaches: VAMI [42], DCDLearn [44], GB+GFB+SLB [15],
CAL [29] and TransReID [10], and we get the following conclusions:
1) The CNN-based UFDN* has already achieved state-of-the-art performance
on all three benchmarks by aligning the unstructured decoupled vehicle features.
The CNN-based baseline* reaches a 79.6% mAP on the VeRi-776 benchmark,
and the UFDN* achieves an 81.5% mAP. Moreover, UFDN also achieves the
best performance on VehicleID benchmarks that outperforms the second-best
competitor GB+GFB+SLB [15] by 1.6% CMC@1 even though it borrows selfsupervised representation learning to facilitate geometric features discovery.
2) We also compare UFDN with TransReID [10] (Swin-tiny). The baseline
achieves 78.2% on VeRi-776 and the UFDN achieves a 2.7% mAP improvement.
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Table 2. Ablation study of the components
in UFDN (mAP on VeRi-776), where TDH
represents the feature decomposing head
and CDC represents the cluster-based decoupling constraint.
TDH CDC UFDN (Res50) UFDN (Swin-Tiny)
×
✓
✓

×
×
✓

79.6
81.0
81.5

78.2
80.0
80.9

Table 3. Ablation study of the depth
of THD, where we report mAP for
VeRi-776 and CMC@1 for VehicleID.
UFDN (Res50) UFDN (Swin-Tiny)
Depth VeRi-776 VehicleID VeRi-776 VehicleID
1
2
3
4

80.2
81.5
80.9
79.1

86.5
88.4
87.5
85.2

79.2
80.9
79.7
78.2

84.3
85.9
84.9
83.0

When comparing UFDN with the TransReID [10], we achieve a 3.7% improvement of mAP on VeRi-776 benchmark and a 5.4% improvement of CMC@1
on VehicleID benchmark. Please note that TransReID employs the camera and
viewpoint labels as prior knowledge while our UFDN is annotation-free.
4.4

Ablation Study and Evaluation

Ablation Study on Components in UFDN. To evaluate the effectiveness
of the two proposed modules in UFDN, we perform an ablation study by adding
the components step-by-step in Table 2 on the VeRi-776 benchmark with either
CNN-based or Transformer-based backbone. We keep all the hyper-parameters
same to ensure a fair comparison, and get the conclusions:
1) After adding the TDH on the baseline, we observe the mAP on VeRi-776
increased by 1.4% and 1.8% on ResNet50 and Swin-Tiny backbones, respectively.
It indicates that just decomposing the features from the channel dimension and
then enhancing the feature representation by the transformer-based feature decomposing head can already bring a performance improvement.
2) Although TDH has already reached performance progress, it can’t guarantee the diversity and alignment of the decomposed features which is realized
by the CDC. We do ablation studies on CDC and find that the diversity and
alignment constraint can drive an extra performance improvement over TDH,
e.g., 0.5% and 0.9% mAP on the two backbones.
Ablation Study on Feature Decomposing Head. We use the self-attention
mechanism in the feature decomposing head to preliminarily learn the decoupled
features, and we do ablation studies on the depth of the decomposing head and
the number of decoupled parts in this part.
1) The Depth of Feature Decomposing Head. In Table 3, we investigate
the influence of the depth of the decomposing head on VeRi-776 and VehicleID
benchmarks. Take UFDN (Res50) as an example: we achieve the best performance with the depth as 2, which achieves 88.4% CMC@1 on the VehicleID
benchmark. But the models with a shallower depth (depth as 1) or a deeper one
(depth as 4) show poor performance, which reaches 86.5% and 85.2% CMC@1
on the VehicleID benchmark, respectively. A similar phenomenon exists when
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Table 4. Ablation study of the number
of decoupled parts in THD, where DN um
represents the number of the decoupled
features. Moreover, we report CMC@1 for
VehicleID and mAP for VeRi-776.

Table 5. Ablation study of the components in CDC (mAP on VeRi-776), where
DC denotes the diversity constraint, AC
denotes the alignment constraint, and
MAC denotes the modulated alignment
constraint.

UFDN (Swin-Tiny) UFDN (Res50)
DN um VeRi-776 VehicleID VeRi-776 VehicleID

DC AC MAC UFDN (Res50) UFDN (Swin-Tiny)

1
2
4
8
16

79.5
80.2
80.9
80.1
79.6

84.1
85.2
85.9
85.3
85.0

80.0
80.5
81.5
80.6
80.3

86.5
87.3
88.4
88.1
87.8

× ×
✓ ×
× ✓
× ×
✓ ✓
✓ ×

×
×
×
✓
×
✓

81.0
81.2
80.8
81.1
81.2
81.5

80.0
80.5
79.8
80.4
80.3
80.9

experimenting with UFDN (Swin-Tiny) on both VeRi-776 and VehicleID benchmarks. Reasons for the above experiments can be concluded as: 1) TDH with
shallow depth mines insufficient information from the input features and thus
provides a poor performance; 2) TDH with a deeper depth is hard to train since
the transformer-based networks rely heavily on large scale pre-training and the
TDH added in our work is not pre-trained.
2) The Number of Decoupled Parts. We set the dimension of the output
feature as 2048 in all our experiments for a fair comparison, and thus the number
of decoupled parts needs to be divisible by 2048. We do ablation studies on the
number of the decoupled parts in THD as shown in Table 4, and achieve the
best performance when decoupling the features into four parts. Just changing the
number of decoupled parts, there can be a great performance improvement, e.g.,
the performance improved from 86.5% CMC@1 in 1-part decoupled to 88.4%
CMC@1 in 4-part decoupled on the VehicleID benchmark. We achieve two conclusions: 1) the decoupled features are not discriminative enough if decoupling
it into 2 parts, and thus it’s difficult to align them. 2) the ReID loss on each
decoupled feature is hard to converge when we decouple a vehicle feature into
too many parts and each of them contains little useful information.
Ablation Study on Cluster-based Decoupling Constraint. We propose
the cluster-based decoupling constraint to keep the diversity and alignment of
the decoupled features, which consists of the diversity constraint, the alignment
constraint, and the upgraded modulated alignment constraint. For figuring out
how they impact the final performance, we do ablation studies on the three
components and the hyperparameters in them.
1) Two steps in CDC. To explore the effect of the diversity constraint
and the modulated alignment constraint, we do ablation studies as shown in
Table 5: DC drives a consistent improvement on both UFDN (Res50) and UFDN
(Swin-Tiny), but we should notice the different results after adding AC which
shows a slight performance decrease on UFDN (Swin-Tiny). It is because the
transformer-based network is more sensitive than the CNN-based network and
can be easily affected by the negative impact from the outlier features.
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Table 6. Ablation study of the alignment
constraint, and θ = 0 denotes soft margin.

Scheme
Scheme
Scheme
Scheme
Scheme
Scheme
Scheme

1
2
3
4
5
6

θ
0
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.1
0.1

VeRi-776 VehicleID
α mAP CMC@1 CMC@1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.9
0.1

80.7
80.9
80.7
80.2
81.5
80.5

95.8
96.4
96.1
95.5
96.4
96.0

87.0
87.5
87.2
86.5
88.4
96.9

Table 7.
Ablation studies of the
throughput (images/s) for training
(Speed) and number of parameters,
number of flops in UFDN.
Method

Backbone Speed (FPS) Paras (M) mAP

Baseline
Res50
Baseline
Swin-T
CAL
Res50
TransReID ViT-B
UFDN
Res50
UFDN
Swin-T

234
262
131
208
161
150

27M
32M
63M
87M
172M
75M

79.6%
78.2%
74.3%
78.0%
81.5%
80.9%

To alleviate the problem, we propose the modulated alignment constraint
(MAC) and compare the performance of AC and MAC as shown in Table 5.
We speculate that MAC can eliminate the negative impact from the outlier features, and thus experiment baseline+DC+MAC outperforms experiment baseline+DC+AC on two kinds of backbones.
2) Hyperparameters in CDC. During the design of the alignment constraint Lalign , we validate the influence of different hyper-parameters on the
final performance as shown in Table 6. Firstly, we use a margin θ in alignment
constraint to control the distance between the positive distance and the negative
distance, and the margin ranges between 0 and 1 since that we use Cosine distance. We experiment in Scheme 1-4 in Table 6 and find that when we achieve
the best performance when θ = 0.1.
Moreover, we also experiment on the memory bank parameter α which controls the smooth process of the cluster centers in Table 6 (Scheme 2,5,6). We
find that a large α = 0.9 drives the cluster centers to converge more stable and
the best ReID performance.
Ablation Study on Time and Computation. As mentioned before, we decouple the features by adding an extra transformer-based decomposing head and
a decouple constraint and then examine the additional time and computation
cost in Table 7. Although the THD and CDC modules bring in some extra computation and time cost, UFDN has better trade-off between speed and accuracy
when compared with SoTA methods like CAL or TransReID. The model size of
UFDN can be further compressed by reducing feature dimension.

5

Visualizations and Discussion

Visualization of UFDN. Fig. 4 shows how the proposed UFDN decouples the
Vehicle feature into four parts. The first column of images are the raw images for
Vehicle ReID and the right four columns of images represent the gradient-based
class activation [30] of different decoupled features. We find the information
contained in the decoupled parts are diverse and unstructured, where column
(b) pays more attention to the lights of vehicles, column (c) pays more attention

UFDN-ReID

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)

Fig. 4. The Visualization of attention map in reid branch.

to the background and counter information, column (d) focus more attention
on the upper information and window information of vehicles, and column (e)
focuses more attention on the global information such as colors, types.
Moreover, we also utilize T-SNE [23] to visualize different groups of decoupled features in Fig 5. The raw features (w/o CDC) and the decoupled features
(w/ CDC) are visualized in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b), respectively. The results
show that the decoupled features within the same group are clustered together
and the decomposed features without CDC are indistinguishable. The above
phenomenon validates the effectiveness of our cluster-based decouple constraint.

Comparison with the CNN-based Person ReID Methods. Considering
that Vehicle ReID comes under the larger object ReID, we compare with some
person ReID methods [16,2] which focus on a similar problem with us. Although
these methods [16,2] try to enrich the diversity of features by the diversity constraint, there still exist several differences: 1) we perform the diverse constraint
based on the one-dimensional decoupled features that contain more semantic
information, but the methods [16,2] are all operated on the two-dimensional
feature maps that are local specified and low-level. 2) UFDN employs the selfattention (transformer) mechanism, which uses the extra decomposing token to
learn the decoupled features, and thus the learning process of different decoupled
parts are independent. However, the CNN-based methods [16,2] are limited by
the reception field from the CNN, and different regions or channels tend to have
a shared region of interest. 3) UFDN further proposes the alignment constraint
for aligning the diverse features which can bring further performance improvement as shown in Table 5. 4) We also compare UFDN with ABDNet [2] (which
is open-sourced) on VeRi-776, e.g., 81.5% (UFDN) VS 80.8% (ABDNet) with
the same backbone (ResNet50), which shows the priority of our method.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Tsne visualization of a) the raw features (without decoupling constraint), b)
the decoupled features (with decoupling constraint). We decouple the vehicle feature
into four parts, where different color represents four groups of decoupled features.
Table 8. Comparison with ABDNet on VeRi-776, where ‘W-norm’, ‘Div’ and ‘Align’
denote weight orthogonality regularizers, the diversity constraint and the alignment
constraint, respecitively.
Method

Backbone Diverse-method mAP CMC@1

ABDNet [2] ResNet50 Div+W-norm 80.8% 96.1%
UFDN
ResNet50
Div
81.2% 96.2%
UFDN
ResNet50 Div+Align 81.5% 96.4%

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we introduce the unstructured feature decoupling network (UFDN)
that aims to decouple the vehicle features into unstructured parts and align
them without extra annotation. The UFDN consists of a transformer-based feature decomposing head (TDH) and a cluster-based decouple constraint (CDC).
We evaluate our UFDN on three popular benchmarks (VeRi-776, VehicleID, and
VERI-WILD) and two backbones (ResNet50 and Swin-Tiny) and achieve competitive results when comparing with other works. Firstly, the improvements
from the TDH demonstrate that the self-attention mechanism can be used to
encode the discriminative information of channel-wise decomposed features into
the final decomposing tokens. Secondly, the CDC can force the relative decomposed features from different images to have a similar region of interest. Finally,
the improvement achieved by UFDN proves that the decompose and decouple
processes in UFDN are effective and can lead to performance progress.
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